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OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT

➠ To promote a supportive practicum experience for
teacher candidates by fostering close working
relationships with our school board partners

➠ To support a small group of associate teachers in
investigating the use of a research-based instructional
design model to plan and teach sequences of lessons
based on the Ontario elementary mathematics
curriculum

Action Research/Improvement of Practice

ENHANCING STUDENT LEARNING  IN
MATHEMATICS THROUGH THE
TEACHING/LEARNING CYCLE

The first objective of the project was to provide two after-school
sessions for all of the associate teachers associated with the

Elementary East Option at OISE/UT. The intent was to provide them
with an awareness of the nature of the course work and practicum
expectations for teacher candidates in the program. In particular, we
wanted to describe and explain the instructional design model and
planning templates used by teacher candidates to plan lessons and
units in various subject areas. The teacher candidates would be
required to use the model and planning templates to plan
sequences of lessons in mathematics as part of an assignment
during their second semester in the program, and it was hoped that
the majority would have an opportunity to teach the lesson
sequences during their second practicum. 

A second objective was to provide more focused professional
development for a small group of six associate teachers who had
volunteered to take part in informal action research investigating the
use of the Teaching/Learning Cycle (TLC) model to plan sequences
of mathematics lessons for use with their own students. It was our
plan that in addition to learning more about the TLC model, the six
teachers in this focus group would also be introduced to the nine
general categories of research-based instructional strategies
identified by Marzano, Pickering, and Pollock (2001), and Marzano
(2003), as having a “strong track record of enhancing student
achievement,” and then would incorporate some of these strategies
into the lessons they designed.

Research perspectives
Effective professional development, as described by the National
Science Foundation, engages teachers in four types of activities. 

1. Mathematical experiences in which teachers are genuine learners 
2. Supported field experiences in which teachers attempt innovations 
3. Information gathering and interpretation through activities such

as reading articles and conducting research on one’s own
practice

4. Critical activities of teaching and learning directly related to
teachers’ own practices

The TLC approach to lesson and unit design is an adaptation of
learning cycle approaches used by science teachers for many years
to help students learn concepts and skills in science (Bybee, 1989;
Eisenkraft, 2003) and has also been adapted and used by
mathematics teacher education researchers (Simon, 1994, 1995;
Battista, 2002). All of these approaches are similar in that students
are engaged in learning through stages of action, abstraction, and
reflection, which subsequently lead to opportunities to apply what
they have learned in various contexts.

Stages of the Project 
In August, 2003, before the school year began, the six teachers
involved in the focus group met for a full-day session in which they
were introduced to the TLC model. After the introductory learning
experience, they formed grade-level partners and began to plan an
initial sequence of lessons using the TLC model. 

SCHOOL/UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS: RESEARCH INTO PRACTICE

RESEARCH PARTNERS
Associate Teachers, East Option,
OISE/UT Teacher Education Program
Teacher Candidates, East Option,
OISE/UT Teacher Education Program

THE PROJECT IN BRIEF

The Ontario Elementary Curriculum in mathematics, science,
and technology for Grades 1–8 outlines broad goals related to
understanding key concepts and principles, and acquiring skills
of reasoning, problem-solving and inquiry. The provincial policy
strongly implies that inquiry is valued as an approach to
designing instruction in elementary mathematics and science
classrooms. Traditionally, teaching practices in Ontario have not
reflected the use of inquiry-oriented instructional models. There
is a need therefore for practical, instructional models that can
assist teachers in implementing more student-centred, active-
learning methods. The Teaching/Learning Cycle utilized
with OISE/UT teacher candidates and associate teachers,
provides one such model.
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During the year, we met with these teachers again for another full-
day professional development session in which they shared their
math plans and discussed various assessment strategies.

Data Collection and Analysis
A questionnaire was sent out to all the associate teachers who
attended the two general information sessions in October, 2004 and
January, 2005. The questionnaire solicited responses to the
questions shown below, with the results given as percentages of the
total number of responses submitted:

What aspects of the sessions did you find most useful?
Opportunities to meet with other 
associate teachers, share ideas 42%
Information re: expectations for teacher candidates 
during practicum  65%
Information re: teaching practices, and lessons plans 58%
Examples of lesson plans using the TLC model  62%
Ideas for monitoring and providing feedback to students 69%

What aspects are most helpful in their work with the 
teacher candidates?
•  Ideas re: lesson planning 23%
•  Suggestions for teaching load 54%
•  Ideas for monitoring and providing feedback 69%
•  Examples lesson sequences using the TLC model 50%

In addition, a survey was sent to the six associate teachers asking for
their responses to questions related to their use of the TLC model.
All six teachers reported using aspects of the model to plan lessons
in mathematics for their students to varying degrees throughout the
year. In general, the teachers found that they most often planned
lessons that incorporated ideas from the Engage/Elicit, Explore, and
Explain stages, and they found that these three stages were most
useful for engaging and motivating students to take an active role in
learning mathematics. 

The teacher candidates who were placed with the six associate
teachers from the focus group were asked to respond to a
questionnaire related to their perceptions of the impact which the
project had had on the quality of communication between
themselves and their associate teachers. In general, most of the
teacher candidates placed with the focus group of associate
teachers found that they were able to discuss their plans for the
practicum with their host teachers using language related to the
stages of the TLC model. Several of the teacher candidates reported
that their associate teachers had collaborated with them in the
planning of their lesson sequences, and they felt that this had made
their practicum experience more valuable.

Impact 
Our expectations were:
1. Associate teachers’ planning would become more focused

around “Big Ideas” and key concepts and skills related to
clusters of curriculum expectations.

2. Associate teachers would develop greater skill in planning
coherent sequences of instruction.

3. Associate teachers would notice students taking a more active
role in learning.

Another expectation was that teacher candidates and associate
teachers would have a “common language” for discussing key
instructional practices and lesson planning. One teacher candidate
commented that this provided her with “reassurance in using the
model … it showed me the real use of using it in the real classroom.
It was important for me to see my associate use the techniques and
strategies that I had been learning about in the East Option.”

It was hoped that as a result of this project, the associate teachers
would appreciate the opportunity to engage in worthwhile
professional development in which they felt respected as learners
and that linked directly to their own classrooms.

Next Steps and New Questions
This project will be continued next year with the addition of new
teachers, and with support from administrators in several schools
associated with the East Option program. The following are a few
aspects that the associate teachers would like to focus on next year
in relation to continuing to develop their use of the TLC model. 
• Opportunities to examine resources and to learn more about the

development of problem-based tasks for use during the
Engage/Elicit and Explore stages of learning.

• Professional development sessions in which they are actively
engaged in learning experiences designed to extend and refine
their understanding of the key concepts and skills, and “Big
Ideas” embedded in the Ontario elementary mathematics
curriculum.
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